
Born in Prestwick, Scotland 1943
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Teaching in U.S.A.

Temple University, Philadelphia

1970-71
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Given grants from the 
Arts Council

to produce new work.
 

Produced a series of 
photographs of 

Surrealist works, as yet
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  1980

Took over Supreme Furniture,
a small contract furniture

manufacturer based in
Northampton.

1982

Became the Design Director
of Target Furniture Ltd, and
spent twenty exciting years
working with a dedicated
team of directors building

an innovative company.

2004

Retired from Target Furniture Ltd.

2006

Began building sculpture again
and have produced two large
pieces between 2006/7 which

have been shown locally at
Jgallery in Moulton,Northampton.
Also produced are a number of 

drawings of which almost all
relate to designs for sculpture

or sculptural ideas.
At present working on a third

sculpture which should be
completed in the New Year.

I have many ideas and just hope 
that I have the time to fulfil them

all. It`s a very exciting new life
and one which is full of constant

suprises. Long may it last.

Brian (Bunny) Dunstone. A brief history.



The work is titled: `Three songs, two players and an absent observer`. Essentially the work
comprises three cubes, an unusual chair and two floor based sculptures, using painted Yew
tree boughs. One cube was laser cut and contains over 400 individually painted steel plates,
the middle cube contains 120 wooden forms within steel frames and the final cube is made

of steel plate. All the steel work was constructed and powder-coated at Brooks Engineering Ltd.
The sculpture, or as I like to refer to it as a, `three dimensional painting`, deals with what I

believe to be silent music within the cubes with an abstract surrealist narrative added by the two
players set between the cubes and the empty unusable chair placed at the beginning of the piece.

The chair has many resonance’s and could almost stand alone. Within the chair is almost my
entire reaction to designing commercial furniture for 25 years plus my love of Meret Oppenheim`s

Fur Cup, spoon and Saucer,(1936)  and Marcel Duchamp`s Flat Iron with spiked blades on its
underside in the Scottish Gallery in Edinburgh. Pieces that are totally recognisable but impossible

and denied to us to use! Then there is the final influence of Van Gogh`s painting of his lonely empty 
chair, an immensely powerful piece of symbolism which he had to express after the departure of his

friend and mentor Paul Gauguin.

A Sculpture by Brian Dunstone 2006/2007

Front view
Ground level

Size: Length 640cm
Width 150cm
Height 185cm

The work is titled: `Three songs, two players and an absent observer`. Essentially the work
comprises three cubes, an unusual chair and two floor based sculptures, using painted Yew
tree boughs. One cube was laser cut and contains over 400 individually painted steel plates,
the middle cube contains 120 wooden forms within steel frames and the final cube is made

of steel plate. All the steel work was constructed and powder-coated at Brooks Engineering Ltd.
The sculpture, or as I like to refer to it as a, `three dimensional painting`, deals with what I

believe to be silent music within the cubes with an abstract surrealist narrative added by the two
players set between the cubes and the empty unusable chair placed at the beginning of the piece.

The chair has many resonance’s and could almost stand alone. Within the chair is almost my
entire reaction to designing commercial furniture for 25 years plus my love of Meret Oppenheim`s

Fur Cup, spoon and Saucer,(1936)  and Marcel Duchamp`s Flat Iron with spiked blades on its
underside in the Scottish Gallery in Edinburgh. Pieces that are totally recognisable but impossible

and denied to us to use! Then there is the final influence of Van Gogh`s painting of his lonely empty 
chair, an immensely powerful piece of symbolism which he had to express after the departure of his

friend and mentor Paul Gauguin.







A Sculpture by Brian Dunstone 2007

The work is titled: ‘The Family Affair’. The work comprises of Two, ‘paintings’, of chairs which
represent the absent Sister and Father of the family. These are 1200 x 1200mm square pieces of
8 mm. thick white semi opaque glazed perspex into which each have 4150 coloured wooden pegs

inserted to create the two designs. This has the effect that when viewed from the front and when
ones eye height is at the centre of the paintings, the only colours which are seen are both the

coloured points of the pegs and the harmonic bounce of the painted peg shafts which are
reflected from the glazed background. From this position the paintings appear subdued and

subservient to the three dimensional pegged white chair, positioned in front and in between the
two paintings. This chair represents the matriachial mother figure - a fixed and unchanging 
feature which is both dominant and almost architecturally unforgiving. At some distance,

approximately 4.5 metres and directly in line and facing the white chair is the plinth supporting
the yellow chair which represents the surviving observer and has been constructed in a much
more organic way than the other pieces. This is a narrative depicting the departure of a close 

family and almost a homage to the departed by the positioning of the paintings which might be
construed as angel`s wings but which change their visual value dramatically when viewed from

different angles. Nothing is as quiet what it seems!

2.95 mts wide  x 4.5 mtrs. long x 2.1 mtrs high



‘The Family Affair’. 



‘The Family Affair’. 

The Sister Painting The Father Painting

Photo composite of peg panels

Panel Detail. Panel Detail. 



‘The Family Affair’. 

Details. 



Drawings for sculpture



Drawings for sculpture
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